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INTRODUCTION

e types of cytopathology specimens that may be cell-blocked include fine needle aspiration 
(FNA) aspirates in addition to anterior fat pad aspirate, bone marrow aspirate, effusion fluids, and 
other fluid such as various washings and urine. In addition, similar and comparable specimens 
from veterinary sciences and research fields including animal experiments and tissue/cell cultures 

ABSTRACT
e science of CellBlockistry highlights requirement for proper approach to process different types of 
cytopathology specimens with critical considerations during preparation of cell-blocks.  Common cytopathology 
specimens which may be subjected for cell-blocking include FNA aspirates in addition to anterior fat pad aspirate, 
bone marrow aspirate, effusion fluids, and other fluids such as various washings and urine. In addition veterinary 
sciences and research fields including animal experiments and tissue/cell cultures may also be cell-blocked for 
improved diagnostic yield and research outcome.
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can also be cell-blocked. Different types of cytology specimens 
may be processed for cell-blocking as mentioned in Table 1.

FNA ASPIRATES 

A. Aspirates as suspension of needle rinses
a. Aspirates without predominance of blood 

contamination
  i.  Concentrate the specimen by centrifuging at 2500 

revolutions per minute (rpm) for 3 minutes (min) 
and discard the supernatant by inverting the tube 
or with the help of a pipette if the sediment is loose

  ii.  Resuspend the sediments in the residual scant 
supernatant to be processed for making the cell-
block

  iii.  Select the best protocol that can achieve the best 
quantitative and qualitative outcome. For a variety 
of methodologies [Figures  1 and 2] with their 
limitations and benefits, please see Chapter 1

  iv.  e most appropriate outcome with benefits 
of qualitative and quantitative excellence is 
achieved with Nano NextGen CelBloking™ 
kits with benefits of objective monitoring of the 
depth of cutting to select the initial sections with 
diagnostic cells [Figures 3-5].[1-3]

b. Aspirates with a predominance of blood 
contamination

Any specimen with a predominance of blood contamination 
would interfere with quantitative and qualitative outcomes.

Quantitatively, the diagnostic cells diluted in the blood-rich 
specimen will not be aligned along the bottoms of the wells 

(which correspond with the final cutting surface of the FFPE 
of the cell-block) in the Nano NextGen CelBloking™ kits after 
centrifugation but would be above the column of red blood 
cells like that of buffy coat.

Qualitatively, excess blood contamination will also interfere 
at the level of processing of such cell-block sections. For 
example, sections of blood-rich cell-blocks tend to float and 
fold during immunostaining with other interferences such as 
formalin pigment interference.

As discussed in detail in Chapter 1, blood interference 
should be removed for the best outcome [Figure 6]. e best 
approach that should not compromise the immunoprofile 
is similar to that practiced during flow cytometry with 
ammonium chloride-based lysis of red blood cells with a 
reagent such as BloodLyzTM [Figure 6].[4]

 i.  Concentrate the specimen by centrifuging and 
discarding the supernatant

 ii.  Add 10 times the volume of working BloodLyzTM 
lysing reagent to the sediments

 iii.  Mix the sediments with the lysing reagent and wait 
for 10 min at room temperature

 iv  Centrifuge at 2500 rpm for 3 min to get sediments rich in 
nucleated diagnostic cells without Red blood cells (RBCs)

 v.  Discard the supernatant with the lysed red blood cells
 vi.  Process the sediment without blood contamination to 

make the cell-block with Nano NextGen CelBloking™ 
kits as described (Chapter 1).[2,3]

B. Dedicated aspirate with wider gauge needle (18G) to be 
processed as a natural clot in the syringe. See also the 
approach described as a second option (#b) for anterior 
fat aspirate [Figure 7].[5]

 i.  e FNA aspirate accumulated in the syringe is 
allowed to clot in the labeled syringe by waiting for 5–7 
min (usual clotting time)

 ii.  Aspirate 10% formalin in the syringe so that the clot 
separates from the wall of the syringe as a free-floating 
coagulum.[5]

 iii.  Open the end of the syringe by removing the 
plunger and dislodge the clotted aspirate (blood 
with microtissue fragments) for transferring into the 
labeled 10% formalin container [Figure 7]

 iv.  e intact transferred clot is usually firm after 15–20 min 
or longer in 10% formalin. If the clot is larger, it should 
be grossed like the surgical pathology biopsies by 
submitting 2–3 mm thick slices in labeled tissue cassette.

SEROUS FLUIDS AND OTHER FLUIDS

Concentrate such fluids by centrifuging as much specimen as 
possible to get the maximum amount of sediments. 

Process this sediment similar to that of sediments from needle 
rinses of FNA aspirates (with or without predominance of 
blood contamination) described above.

Table 1: Processing of various cytology specimens for cell-blocking.

1. FNA aspirates
a. Aspirates as suspension of needle rinses

i. Aspirates without predominance of blood contamination[1-3]

ii.  Aspirates with predominance of blood contamination and 
BloodLyz[4]

b.  Dedicated aspirate with wider gauge needle (18 G) to be 
processed as natural clot in the syringe[5]

2. Serous fluids and other fluids
Concentrate and process this sediment similar to needle rinses 
of FNA aspirates (with or without predominance of blood 
contamination)

3. Aspirates with fatty component, such as fat pad aspirate and 
bone marrow aspirate (not to centrifuge)

a. Filtration of the aspirates[6]

b. To process the aspirate as natural clot[5]

4. Veterinary sciences[8-14]

5. Research – Animal experiment and tissue/cell culture
6. Specimens with infectious potential[15]

Bacterial and fungal infections
Viruses
Prions[16,17]
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Gel based methods Coagulation based methods From already
processed cytology
preparation

Preformed supporting media

Various cell-blocking method options

1 Gelatin 
2 Agar 
3 Proprietary gels Eg- HistoGelTM

Chemical based coagulation- 
   4 Glucomannan-formalin with methanol 
   5 Albumin- 95% alcohol
   6 Picric acid based
   7 Alginate-calcium
   8 Proprietary Cellient- alcohol
   9 Proprietary Shandon Cytoblock     
   method (Need special Cytospin device)
Enzymatic based coagulation- 
  10 Clotted specimen
  11 Plasma/Fibrinogen– thrombin

14 Scraped material
   from cytology smears 
 15 Millipore filters
 16 Returned cell block
   method (picked cells
   from cytology smears)

12 Precision premade media disc: 
   12a Proprietary preformed gel discs with wells
          Nano NextGen CelBloking™ kits (with built
          in precisely set AV marker)
   12b Proprietary preformed sponge discs with
          wells Micro NextGen CelBloking™ kits (with
          built in precisely set AV marker)
13 Collodion method

Figure 1: Different types of approaches in cell-blocking (Reproduced from open access article Ref #11).

FAT PAD ASPIRATE AND OTHER TISSUE WITH 
FAT SUCH AS BONE MARROW ASPIRATE 
(IMPORTANT CAVEAT: NOT TO CENTRIFUGE)

e most important precaution while processing fat pad 
aspirates (and specimens similar to this with fatty component) 
is that the tissue microfragments cannot be concentrated by 
centrifugation because the fatty tissue microfragments with 
lower specific gravity would float instead of settling down 
as sediments. Because of this, the tissue fragments would be 
discarded inadvertently with the supernatant and lost without 
including them in the cell-blocks made from such sediments.

is limitation may be resolved with any of the non-
centrifugation approaches described below:

A. A simple approach is the filtration of fat pad aspirates for 
amyloid

e protocol standardized for fat pad aspirates for amyloid in 
our laboratory is mentioned below:[6]

 i.  e fat pad aspirate sampled for studying amyloid with 
a wider gauge (18 G) needle is transferred to the nylon 
tissue biopsy bag[7]

 ii.  e excess blood and fatty component is squeezed out 
(amyloid is examined in the walls of small blood vessels/
capillaries in the fibrovascular component of fibroadipose 
tissue in the aspirate); specifically, by squeezing out the 
nylon tissue biopsy bag filled with fat fad aspirate on the 
firm, flat surface with filter paper underneath

 iii.  e bag is then put in 10% formalin in a labeled 
container to be transferred to the cytology laboratory 
with other material with the proper requisition form

 iv.  Transfer the nylon tissue biopsy bag with fat pad aspirate for 
relatively longer fixation (for at least 24 h) after pre-staining 
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OR

1 2 3

Types of cytology specimens* with reference to cell-blocking
(Categorization based on fixed versus unfixed fresh specimens)

Suggested workflow

Fresh unfixed specimens
with singly scattered cells /

microfragments
e.g. Serous / effusion fluids

Cyst content, 
cervical cytology as liquid based cytology,

Urine, various washings, and similar
specimens

Fresh unfixed specimens with clot
e.g. Serous / effusion fluids with clot

FNAB passes with clot / 
needle rinse with clots / fragments

Formalin fixed or
fresh Specimens

with fatty fragments
e.g. Fat pad aspirate

for Amyloid etc.

Hypocellular 
Specimen
(Less than
0.5 ml with
Tissuecrit
less than

50%)

 Specimen
with blood

contamination

Cellular 
Specimen

(More than 0.5
ml with

Tissuecrit more
than 50%)

 Use lysing
agent similar to

that used for
flow cytometry

And process the
sediment

Let the clot fix in 10%
formalin (and cut the fixed,

firm clot into 2 mm thick
slices if the clot is large)

wrap in 
paper and process for FFPE

Sediment concentrated 
specimen by centrifugation

in ready to use 
NextGen CellBlocking Nano 

Device- 
and process for FFPE

Concentrate the sediment as
button and conglomerate as gel

or coagulate or 
sediment concentrated

specimen by centrifugation in
ready to use 

NextGen CellBlocking Nano
Device- 

Or
NextGen CellBlocking Micro

Device- 
and process for FFPE

Filter the specimen with
Fatty tissue fragments by

putting in Nylon mesh tissue bag
or filter through filter paper in
case the fibroadipose tissue

fragments are very tiny.
And process all material

for FFPE
(the fixation time should be 

more than 2 hours) 
*This should not be processed

with centrifugation, because the
diagnostic fibroadipose tissue

(required for studying amyloid in
the vessel walls) would float on
the top and not in the sediment
and will be lost while discarding

the supernatant as routine
practice with other specimens.

*In general, the practice of using Saccomanno Collection Fluid, various liquid based cytology collection
media such as CytolytTM, PreservCyt® (ThinPrep), or CytoRichTM Red preservative (SurePath) would

interfere with IHC integrity if the results are to be compared with FFPE based published data.

Figure 2: e specimens may be divided into various categories (Reproduced from open access article Ref #11).
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(with hematoxylin or eosin depending on individual 
laboratory protocol) to the labeled tissue cassette

 v.  Process the labeled tissue cassette with fat pad 
aspirate containing nylon tissue biopsy bag for tissue 
processing with protocol comparable to that used for 
fatty tissue such as breast biopsy

 vi.  Rip open the nylon tissue biopsy bag and scrape 
off the paraffin-embedded fat pad aspirate to be 
embedded in paraffin block as usual.

B. Another previously described option is to process the 
aspirate as a natural clot [Figure 7][5] in the same way as 
mentioned for fine-needle aspiration with 18 G aspiration 
performed for cell-block (see #B above). is approach 
can be used for fat pad aspirates and bone marrow 
aspirates. e procedure details are mentioned below:

 i.  e aspirated contents in the syringe (sampled as 
aspiration procedure with a wider gauge: 18 G needle) 
are allowed to clot in the labeled syringe by waiting for 
5–7 min (usual clotting time)

 ii.  Aspirate 10% formalin in the syringe so that the clot 
separates from the wall of the syringe as a free-floating 
coagulum[5]

 iii.  Open the back end of the syringe by removing the 
plunger and dislodge the clotted fibroadipose tissue 
to be transferred into the labeled 10% formalin 
container [Figure 7]

 iv.  e intact transferred clot is usually firm after 15–20 
min or longer in 10% formalin. If the clot is larger, 
it should be grossed like surgical pathology biopsies 
by submitting 2–3 mm thick slices in labeled tissue 
cassette

 v.  Process the labeled tissue cassette containing grossed 
clot of FNA aspirate for tissue processing with protocol 
comparable to that used for fatty tissue such as breast 
biopsy

 vi.  Embed the processed specimen in the tissue cassette 
in paraffin as usual.

Figure  3: Cell-blocking: AV Marker as a guide to monitor the depth of cutting. Reproduced from Open access publication: Varsegi and 
Shidham; Journal of Visualized Experiments; http://www.jove.com/index/Details.stp?ID=1316 
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VETERINARY SCIENCES

e role of cell-blocks in Veterinary sciences is increasing in 
a fashion comparable to that applied by the medical sciences 
as mentioned above.[8-13]

RESEARCH – ANIMAL EXPERIMENT AND 
TISSUE/CELL CULTURE

Various specimens from different animal experiments can 
be processed for cell-blocking similar to Veterinary sciences 

Figure 4: (a) Final paraffin block; (b) scanning power view of HE stained section of cell-block prepared with Nano NextGen CelBloking™ kit. 
e preformed Nano gel disc is made of proprietary medium that allows the processing reagents to be exchanged freely but the diagnostic 
cells are retained and concentrated in the wells. e gel medium has (a) clean transparent property as a clean (b) background (pleural fluid). 
(Reproduced from open access article Ref #11).

a b

Figure 5: (a) Final paraffin block; (b) scanning power view of HE stained section of cell-block prepared with Micro NextGen CelBloking™ 
kit. e preformed microsponge disc is made of proprietary porous medium that concentrates the diagnostic cells predominantly in the wells 
but the small groups of cells and singly scattered cells that wandered around during concentration process may also be seen in the sponge 
(b) spaces*. e sponge disc medium may stain faintly as background staining (pleural fluid). (Reproduced from open access article Ref #11).

a b
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specimens. A variety of testing could be performed on 
the cell-blocks by evaluating cells/tissue microfragments 
as cytopathological specimens with minimally invasive 
procedures as an ongoing follow-up in the same animal 
without sacrificing it.

Similarly, tissue cultures and cell cultures can also be cell-
blocked for evaluation as formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded 
(FFPE) tissue. is is significant for a rapid transition to 
clinical application because the immunoprofile evaluation 
is predominantly performed as immunohistochemistry 
(IHC) on FFPE sections. Without this approach, 
many immunomarkers have been tested typically by 
immunofluorescence, the results of which may not be 
extrapolatable to IHC on FFPE. If the novel immunomarker 
is expected to be applied clinically, it would be ahead of time 
if that immunomarker can be evaluated at the research stage 

on FFPE sections. Besides, cell-blocks of the researched cell 
cultures as FFPE can be archived and evaluated at later stages 
for various purposes including simultaneous evaluation of 
various types of cell cultures.

Such cell-blocks may be used as a reliable source of positive 
controls during immunohistochemical evaluation in various 
settings including clinical testing. e simple approach is 
using the Nano NextGen CelBlokingTM kit with Gel-T as 
described below [Figure 8a and b]: 

i. Scrape off the culture lines from the culture plates
ii. Count the number of cells in the suspension of the 

scrapped cell line
iii. Centrifuge at 2500 rpm for 3 min
iv. Discard the supernatant
v. Add 2 ml of 10% formalin to 2 million cells and 

resuspend the cells in 10% formalin

Figure  6: Processing of blood contaminated cytology specimens with BloodLyz™ to nullify the problems related to red blood cell 
contamination. (Reproduced from open access article Ref #11).

Let the aspirate in the
syringe clot for  5 to 7 

minutes (slightly
longer than the
clotting time).

Aspirate 10% formalin
from the container in

which the specimen is
to be submitted for cell-
block processing. This

dislodges the clot
from syringe wall.

Gently and firmly
remove the plunger

of the syringe.

Transfer the aspirated
formalin with dislodged
cot in to the specimen

container with 10%
formalin fixative

Figure  7: Cell-blocking of clot in cytology specimen. Reproduced from open access publication: Shidham et al.; Journal of Visualized 
Experiments; http://www.jove.com/index/Details.stp?ID=1747
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Figure 8a: Cell-blocking of Cell line Culture with Nano NG-CB kit and Gel-T. 

vi. Let the cells fixed in 10% formalin for 10 min with 
periodic mixing every 1 min

vii. Centrifuge and discard the supernatant
viii. Add 30 microliter (µL) of molten Gel-T (kept warm at 

room temperature 80°F) to the sediment
ix. Remove the individual gel disc from the Nano unit of 

Nano NG CB kit and remove excess transport fluid, if 
any. If the wells in the gel disc have any visible fluid, 
it should be mopped with the pointed tip of a narrow 
straw-like role of a filter paper sheet

x. Add 30 µL of molten Gel-T with 2 million cells in the well 
adjacent to AV marker of the gel disc of Nano NG CB kit
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Figure 8b: Cell-blocking of Cell line Culture with Nano NG-CB kit and Gel-T.

xi. Like step #i through #x, add other cell lines to the 
remaining wells in the gel disc in an anticlockwise 
direction. Note the numbers and the position on a 
template with reference to the AV marker for the 
record

xii. Instruct the histotechnologist to mount the section of the 
final FFPE of cell-block on a glass slide without flipping 
(the order of the wells with various cell lines added in 
an anti-clockwise fashion, corresponds with unflipped 
sections in a clockwise manner)

xiii. e number of wells in the section would be referred 
to in a clockwise manner to identify each cell line 
corresponding with each well in a clockwise manner 
[Figure 9].

SPECIMENS WITH INFECTIOUS POTENTIAL

•	 Bacterial and fungal infections
•	 Viruses
•	 Prions.
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b

Figure 9: Cell-block sections of cell lines: (a) Gross photo of glass slides with cell-block sections stained with hematoxylin and eosin (HE) on 
the left with IHC for cytokeratin (CK) 7 on the right. (b) Pancreatic adenocarcinoma cell line (HE stained). (c) Pancreatic adenocarcinoma 
cell line (immunostained for CK7). (d and f) Pancreatic adenocarcinoma cell line (HE stained) higher magnification (d). (e) Pancreatic 
adenocarcinoma cell line (immunostained for CK7) higher magnifications.

a c

d e

f

b
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Unless a specific pathogen requires a special set of 
precautions, cell-blocking should be performed under usual 
universal and standard precautions.[14] However, depending 
on the known or suspected diagnosis for a particular 
pathogen, specific precautions should be followed.[14] Most of 
the pathogens, including viruses, are inactivated by routine 
formalin fixation used for routine FFPE cell-blocks.[14]

Special modification for specimens with prions or 
suspected to be positive for prions

Some unusual pathogens, such as prions, need special 
considerations because these structures do not lose their 
infectivity even after processing as formalin-fixed tissue. e 
cell-block has to be treated with formic acid. Depending on 
the type of processing, the specimens suspected to be positive 
for human prions should be processed under biosafety level 
(BSL) 2 or 3. In general, for experimental purposes, most 
human prions are processed under BSL-3 level. However, for 
cell-block making, the specimens with human prions may be 
manipulated at BSL-2.[15]

i. Prepare the cell-block and fix in 10% formalin for the 
duration as per the routine protocol

ii. e tissue cassette with cell-block after formalin fixation 
is transferred to 50–100 ml of 95% formic acid for 
1 hour[15,16]

iii. Wash the tissue cassette with cell-block for 30 min in 
running tap water

iv. Transfer the tissue cassette back to 10% formalin before 
proceeding for tissue processing.[15,16]

e cell-block sections of formic acid-treated FFPE would 
require pretreatment or a combination of pretreatments for 
IHC analysis for the best results.[17] Based on the study on 
IHC for the prion protein on the brain tissue of Creutzfeldt-
Jakob disease (CJD) patient, hydrated steam autoclaving 
(HA) for 10 min at 121°C in 10 mM citric acid recovery 
buffer at pH 6 showed best results.[17] However, for other 
immunomarkers, it is recommended to standardize this 
antigen retrieval protocol with a positive control processed 
in the same manner as with formic acid-treated FFPE of cell-
block.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS (IN ALPHABETIC 
ORDER)

BSL, Biosafety Level
CJD, Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease
FFPE, formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded
FNA, fine needle aspiration 
G, gauge
IHC, immunohistochemistry 
min, minutes 
μL, microliter 
NG CB kit, NextGen CelBloking kit
RBCs, Red blood cells 
Rpm, revolutions per minute
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